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The Shape of Services to Come:
Values-Based Reference Service
for the Largely Digital Library

Much has been said about the technological dimensions of the largely
digital library of the future, but little has been said about the service
values librarians must advance to make this environment work effec-
tively for all of the library’s users. Libraries must retain the timeless
service values of equity of access, personal service, and services tai-
lored to the needs of individuals while exploring new values such as
integrating technologies, maintaining holistic computing environments,
delivering core services through the network, making technology work
for all, and collaborating across administrative lines.

Chris D. Ferguson and Charles A. Bunge

Is a library simply an organized col-
lection of books and reference ma-
terials, or is it one of the last free
physical spaces devoted to public
discourse and discovery? Whatever
the answer, no software application
will replace a good human refer-
ence librarian any time soon.1�
David Pescovitz

hough unmeasured and
largely undescribed, it is be-
coming increasingly clear that
a transforming convergence of

computer user rooms and library public
spaces is well under way within aca-
demic libraries. It is equally clear that the
institutions most likely to advance fast-
est along the continuum from the largely
paper to the largely digital library are
those with productive working relation-

ships among library professionals and
technologists who recognize the mutual
benefits of collaboration. The computer
network has had a revolutionary impact
on the entire Weltanschauung of academic
librarianship, from the ways librarians
view their services to the ways they view
clients, even to the ways they view them-
selves. The network compels librarians
to seek new alliances, to radically change
their perspectives on user needs, and
even to transform the ways in which they
organize themselves to serve these needs.

Yet even as academic librarians em-
brace computer user rooms and net-
works within the library, they recognize
the need to work aggressively to bring
the library into user rooms, residence
halls, offices, and anywhere else the net-
work goes. This does not speak to just
access to information provided by the li-
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brary or support for use of the network
from locations inside the library but,
rather, to the full range of services and
support to an extent and of a nature here-
tofore barely imagined deliverable out-
side the confines of the library itself. No
longer is it sufficient to provide online
catalogs, electronic periodical indexes,
and full-text databases in a networked
environment. Every day, the need be-
comes more apparent to deliver high-
quality reference and instructional sup-
port through the network to all users of
the library at all times and from all loca-
tions, commensurate with the expansion
of the information and resources avail-
able for unmediated access from remote
locations.

Little attention has been given to the
nature and quality of library service that
will be required in a largely digital age.
This article begins to frame questions re-
lated to library service values in such an
environment�the beginning of what
surely will become a very important,
very lengthy, and possibly very intense
dialog among librarians, technologists,
and interested parties from other teaching
and learning communities regarding the
roles of, and services provided by, what
now are known as public services or ref-
erence librarians. It is important to enter
into these discussions with a command of
how, as a profession, librarianship has re-
sponded to change in the past; an under-
standing of the ways in which librarians
presently are exploring new approaches;
and convictions regarding values that have
defined, and will continue to define, the
librarian�s role as service provider.

The Future Is Now
Buckland describes the three phases of
modern and future libraries as the paper
library, wherein materials collected and
technical operations are based largely on
paper; the automated library, which sees
the computerization of most operations
while collections remain largely paper;
and the electronic library, wherein both

operations and collections for the most
part originate, are stored, and are used
in electronic formats.2 Lynch distin-
guishes between an era of moderniza-
tion, in which technology is employed
�to continue to do what [librarians] have
been doing, but in a more efficient and/
or cost-efficient way�; and an era of trans-

formation, where librarians use �new
technology to change processes in a fun-
damental way.�3 Both Buckland and
Lynch likely would agree that just as in-
formation technology in the classroom
and as a scholarly communication tool
has moved into takeoff, so too (and cer-
tainly not coincidentally) have academic
libraries moved into a critical�a take-
off�phase between automation and
digitization, between modernization and
transformation.

Just how academic libraries will be
defined in five or ten or twenty years is
less important than the incontrovertible
fact that they will be highly digital and
probably largely digital. Along with a
shift from the largely paper to the largely
digital library comes a shift away from
the model of library as locus for infor-
mation. The proliferation of digital re-
sources, services, and tools increasingly
aids the delivery of information to the
desktop with an increasing proportion of
these connections occurring directly be-
tween information consumer and infor-
mation producer. As libraries digitize
collections and provide more and more
direct access, they also must seek ways
to provide their full range of services over
the network, either digitally or through
real-time interactions. As the library truly
becomes more user-centered and pro-
vides information and information access
to the desktop, it becomes more a con-

It becomes more a concept with
emphasis on services than a place
with emphasis on collections.
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cept with emphasis on services than a
place with emphasis on collections. It
should be little surprise, then, that the
role of the academic librarian is now rap-
idly shifting, as has been anticipated for
some time, from information provider to
information access consultant.

The term digital library unnerves many
librarians because it seems to preclude
so much they know and value, but they
need not assume that this means an elimi-
nation of the constituent features or val-
ues of contemporary academic library
services. Most technologists writing on
this subject understand that the future is
uncertain and recognize that discussions
of digital libraries explore just one com-
ponent in the comprehensive informa-
tion services that will evolve over the next
decade or two.4 Librarians must view
these discussants as partners, not oppo-
nents, and must insinuate themselves
even into theoretical discussions of the
digital library, contributing to the dialog
a recognition of the need to make such
resources available to all through the
parallel development and delivery of
value-added and values-based services
created and maintained by librarians. In
particular, librarians must recast the long-
lived service values of equity of access,
personal service, and services tailored to
individual needs into such newly emerg-
ing values as technology integration,
holistic computing, delivery of core ser-
vices through the network, special efforts
to make the technology work for all, and
collaboration across administrative lines.

Evolving Models for Reference
Services
Reference service has been one of the fo-
cal points for library responses to the
changes outlined above. Growing out of
a sense of crisis in the 1980s, a variety of
new approaches to providing reference
service has evolved. Ferguson and Cox
have provided overviews of this evolu-
tion.5 They cite a number of reports on
new or different models for providing

reference service and note that the search
for ways to apply the models in local situ-
ations is a frequent subject on listservs
such as LIBREF-L. The major elements
in these models, and the major dimen-
sions along which change has occurred,
are: (1) the location for providing assis-
tance, (2) staffing configurations, and (3)
the services and activities involved.

Reference Service As Place?
Central to the �traditional� model for ref-
erence service is the reference desk. This
is a highly visible service point, staffed
by professional librarians, that invites
queries ranging from simple requests for
directions to complex questions requir-
ing extended assistance. This model sym-
bolizes values such as ease of access, eq-
uity, and high-quality service. However,
as the increase in volume and complex-
ity of client needs collided with budget
and staffing constraints, librarians began
to see that the reference desk could �actu-
ally act more as an impediment than a fa-
cilitator to high-quality assistance. . . .�6

Ferguson and Whitson summarize the
arguments that have been raised for seek-
ing alternatives to the reference desk as
the focal point for reference service.7

One such alternative with a long his-
tory is that of dividing the reference desk
into two or more service points for pro-
gressively more complex or in-depth ser-
vice. Now commonly called tiered service,
this model usually involves the establish-
ment of an �information desk,� at which
directional (and perhaps simple reference
and catalog use) questions are answered.
The reference desk (or desks) is thereby
enabled to deal with questions that re-
quire more lengthy and complex inter-
actions between librarians and users. A
1991 survey by the ARL provides infor-
mation on this phenomenon in academic
libraries, as do Ferguson and Cox in their
literature reviews.8

Another alternative is to get the refer-
ence staff out from behind the desk. One
of the disadvantages of the high-volume
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reference desk is the tendency of its staff
to get trapped at the desk by the flow of
clients, the need to answer the telephone,
and other constraints. Librarians have
recognized that such entrapment inhib-
its good service, especially as more and
more electronic workstations are located
away from the desk. One response has
been the creation of �roving� librarians,
who are specifically assigned to spend
at least part of their �desk-duty� time cir-
culating among users and workstations
offering assistance as needed. Rettig dis-
cusses this trend briefly, and the topic has
been discussed on the LIBREF-L listserv
over the past several years.9

What has been called the �research
consultation� model takes the evolution
away from the �reference service as
place� model one step further, by entirely
replacing the reference desk with a com-
bination of an information desk and an
office-based consultation service. Widely
discussed in the �rethinking reference�
literature, this model is most closely iden-
tified with reorganizations at Brandeis
and Johns Hopkins led by Virginia
Massey-Burzio.10 In this model, requests
for assistance that are not directional in
nature or that cannot be satisfied from
ready-reference sources within a few
minutes are answered in an office envi-
ronment that is conducive to librarian/
client interaction, rather than at a hectic
reference desk.

Other alternatives to the �reference
service as place� model recognize the fact
that many clients who need assistance are
not in the library and do not wish or need
to come to the library to interact with
information sources. Cox calls one such
alternative �Going Out to the User,�
wherein reference librarians work di-
rectly with users in the users� own envi-
ronments.11 Mardikian and Kesselman
mention such strategies as librarians es-
tablishing office hours in campus depart-
mental offices, holding joint office hours
with teaching faculty, and working in
partnership with teaching faculty to pro-

mote and achieve information literacy.12

Other ways to allow users to gain assis-
tance in finding and using information,
wherever they may be, include reference
service via e-mail, computerized self-ser-
vice instructional programs, computer-
ized information kiosks, reference expert
systems, and the design and implemen-
tation of interfaces and help systems to
assist users in navigating the world of
information and in linking with appro-
priate resources.13

Reference Staff As Generalist Profession-
als?
In the �traditional� reference service
model, the reference desk is staffed with
professional reference librarians. This
model assumes that only professionally
trained staff can (1) recognize the vary-
ing levels of need that clients bring to the
desk, (2) conduct the reference interview
that is so often necessary to understand
the real need behind the query as stated,
and (3) answer the complex questions
that can come to the desk anytime it is
open. This staffing model symbolizes the
value that reference librarians place on
high-quality, individually tailored service
to those who need assistance. As Whitson
points out, this model �maximizes the
likelihood that the real information need

will be uncovered and addressed.�14

Many argue, however, that this model
also entails inflexible and inefficient use
of staff, requiring highly skilled librar-
ians to answer directional and simple
reference questions while important
complex and high-level tasks cannot be
accomplished due to lack of staff time.
He summarizes the literature and argu-
ments for developing other staffing con-
figurations for reference service.15

Another alternative is to get the
reference staff out from behind
the desk.
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The most commonly mentioned alter-
native model is the employment of para-
professionals at the reference desk. Typi-
cally, paraprofessional staff are expected
to handle directional questions and
simple ready-reference questions, while
referring more complex questions to pro-
fessional staff. The information desk,
mentioned above, is usually staffed by
paraprofessionals, but general reference
desks also can have some combination
of professional and paraprofessional
staff. Ferguson�s review discusses some
of the trends and issues related to this
model.16

The advent of electronic workstations
in the reference area, especially CD-ROM
workstations with printers, brought re-
newed attention to user needs for tech-
nical or mechanical assistance. Reference
librarians found themselves helping us-
ers boot computers, install discs properly,
and make balky printers work, none of
which seemed to be appropriate duties
for professionals. In an early article on
this problem, Bonta and Kalin discuss the
establishment of a new staff position en-
titled reference technology assistant, a
specialized paraprofessional position.17

In his article on a �differentiated services�
reference model, Whitson discusses the
need for technical assistance, noting that
�many libraries now assign student em-
ployees or support staff to assist users
with CD-ROMs or assist in an electronic
resources area.�18

The expansion in the number and
complexity of information resources, and
in the means for accessing and manipu-
lating them, has increasingly called into
question the �every reference librarian a
generalist� model. One of the rationales
for the staffing model used at Rutgers is
that �it is impossible for any one librar-
ian to be an expert on all resources and
systems,� and Whitson argues that it is
no longer feasible to �maintain the kind
of general competency reference librar-
ians used to take for granted.�19 Special-
ization can occur along a variety of di-

mensions. For example, from the time
when reference staffs commonly had one
or more members who were recognized
as online searching experts to the current
recognition of the special talents of Inter-
net �gurus,� reference staffs have worked
out a variety of ways to develop configu-
rations of specialized knowledge and
skills needed to use technology effec-
tively. Some reference staffs have recog-
nized that such configurations should
include close collaboration with staff of
the campus computing or information
technology service. Perhaps staffing ref-
erence or information access services
with a combination of personnel from the
library and the computing service is the
logical extension of this trend. Shapiro
and Long discuss a process that resulted
in the creation of �a User Services De-
partment consisting of the core user ser-
vices operations from both the library
and computing.�20

Subject specialization certainly has
long been a feature of reference staffing
patterns, and some argue that it is all the
more important now. Other specialties
reflected in current staff differentiation
arrangements include bibliographic in-
struction, expertise in certain complex
information systems or means of access,
user needs assessment, interface design,
and expert systems.

Mentioning interface design and ex-
pert systems raises another reference
staffing issue, i.e., whether certain �tra-
ditional� reference services should re-
quire staffing at all. As librarians study
and analyze the user needs that are re-
flected in the questions asked at service
points, they are increasingly aware that
these needs are recurring and repetitive,
and that the knowledge and skill required
to respond to them, previously available
only from librarians, can be encoded into
expert systems and improved interfaces
with information sources. Brandt,
Campbell, and Bryant argue that �many
of the traditional reference inquiries will
be handled by improved interfaces and
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help systems that librarians will play a
primary role in developing.�21 The
Rutgers Hierarchical Reference Staffing
Model includes a level called �Minimum
Human Intervention� that includes such
alternatives to staff members as comput-
erized information kiosks, computer-as-
sisted self-service instruction, self-guided
building tours, and improved signage
and maps.22

Reference Service As Answering Questions?
The defining characteristic of �tradi-
tional� reference service is answering
questions posed by users. Other activi-
ties carried on in the reference depart-
ment or service are supportive of (or dis-
tractions from, depending on one�s point
of view) this central function. This model
symbolizes the value that reference librar-
ians place on personal service and on tai-
loring service to the needs of individual
users at the time they are experiencing
difficulties in finding and using informa-
tion. However, many librarians argue
that this model for reference service does
not reflect adequately the great diversity
of users (and potential users), their in-
formation needs, and their information-
seeking behavior nor does it reflect
changes in information sources and in the
management and organization of librar-
ies. In newer models, answering refer-
ence questions is only one of a wide va-
riety of functions and activities that make
up reference services.

One of the oldest �additional� func-
tions or activities is bibliographic instruc-
tion. Ferguson discusses the arguments
that have been made for and against the
inclusion of instruction in the reference
�paradigm.�23 Some authors who discuss
new models for reference service argue
that there should be increased emphasis
on instruction, including specialized in-
struction for particular client groups, the
development of computer-assisted in-
struction, and the integration of informa-
tion literacy into the curriculum. Brandt
and others predict that reference will

�metamorphose into education and sys-
tem design� at their library.24

Mediated online searching is another
set of activities that has been added to
question-answering in newer models of
reference service. Although the number
of mediated online searches has de-
creased dramatically in most academic
libraries, other duties associated with
helping users access and use information
in electronic formats have developed.
These include providing technical assis-
tance with hardware and software prob-
lems, preparation of guides to the selec-
tion and use of library resources, and the
design of interfaces and help systems for
electronic information resources.

Changes in the management and or-
ganization of libraries and emphasis on
customer service have brought to refer-
ence staff increased responsibilities for
planning, evaluation, and participation
in management teams and task forces.
Ferguson discusses the impact that
changes in management have had on
models for reference services, and Rettig
comments on the expanded efforts of li-
braries to understand the information
needs of users and potential users.25

Increased knowledge of library users
and their needs, and an ever-widening
variety of service alternatives to serve
them, have impelled reference librarians
to analyze their operations in order to get
a more systematic view of services and
activities so that effective staffing patterns
can be developed. As an alternative to the
�one service� or �reference as answering
questions� model, Whitson posits five dif-
ferentiated services (directions and general
information, technical assistance, informa-
tion lookup, research consultation, and li-
brary instruction), each of which has a pro-
gression of increasingly more complex el-
ements.26 Mardikian and Kesselman di-
vide user needs into broad categories such
as information, instruction, and access
assistance. Within each category, they list
a variety of services, organized by com-
plexity and the need for varying levels
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of staff expertise and specialization.27

Reference services in the electronic envi-
ronment, then, encompass a mix of func-
tion and activities that include personal
assistance as but one component.

New Models, Traditional Values
Just as few, if any, libraries have imple-
mented the �traditional� model of refer-
ence service in its pure form, there is no
one �new� model, or even a small num-
ber of them, that can be seen in pure form
in libraries today. Most knowledgeable
observers, however, would agree with
Janice Simmons-Welburn when she says,
�I see our new reality for reference as an
organizational network of services. . . .
A network of reference and information
services can accommodate consultation,
on-demand assistance, and instruction as

different, yet highly compatible nodes
that are themselves distinctive yet re-
sponsive to one another.�28 In this net-
work of services, the value placed on
convenient and equitable service to us-
ers is acted upon by taking services out
to the users, wherever they are at the time
of their need. The value librarians give
to individually tailored service is acted
upon through continuing study of users�
needs and the development of multidi-
mensional services to address those
needs. The value placed on high-quality
service is reflected in increased attention
to evaluation and the effective use of a
variety of staff specialties and levels of
expertise. And the value placed on per-
sonal service, that hallmark of reference,
is honored by offering users the oppor-
tunity to consult with reference librarians
in environments that are conducive to
fruitful interaction.

Service Values for the Largely
Digital Library
As libraries continue in an era of constant
change under pressure to deliver value-
added services while continuously im-
proving the quality of these services, they
would do well periodically to rethink
their core values and to bring into aware-
ness new values that match users� evolv-
ing needs and expectations.29 Direct-user
access to information in digital format
(less elegantly known as de-intermedia-
tion) and essential services through com-
puter network environments are two
powerful emerging phenomena for
which librarians necessarily must evolve
a set of values that will shape services in
academic libraries for the next several
years. Continued integration of paper
and electronic technologies, creation and
support of holistic computing environ-
ments, delivery of reference and instruc-
tional services over the network, special
efforts to make the technology work for
all users, and partnering across admin-
istrative lines build on the traditional ref-
erence values of personal service and
equity of access in support of more con-
temporary notions of direct-user access
to information and services in a net-
worked environment.

Integration of Technologies
While enroute from automated to truly
electronic libraries, this is a transitional
period with much ambiguity and uncer-
tainty. Librarians are technologically ca-
pable of creating the largely digital re-
search library in the very near future, but
a complex of fiscal, psychological, and
even sociological barriers prevent them
from doing so anytime soon.30 To date,
and despite some rugged going in the
later 1980s, academic libraries on the
whole have done a remarkable job of in-
corporating online searching, online cata-
logs, CD-ROMs, and some full-text re-
sources into their service delivery
routines. And as the ability to purchase
and store information locally has de-

The value placed on high-quality
service is reflected in increased
attention to evaluation and the
effective use of a variety of staff
specialties and levels of expertise.
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creased in relation to perceived needs,
librarians have learned to make painful
choices among print-based resources and
between print and digital resources.

Certainly, libraries must continue
these efforts as necessary dimensions of
the transition from a largely paper to a
largely digital environment. But just as
surely they need to explore more adap-
tive service delivery configurations that
will meet their needs in the present and
yet possess inherent flexibility for the
inevitable shift away from paper. For
example, an alternative to a branch li-
brary system as most academic libraries
know it might be the large-scale prolif-
eration of some combination of an elec-
tronic integrated library system that em-
phasizes direct-user access to both full-
text and bibliographic resources, a high-
quality document delivery service, ref-
erence and instruction services delivered
around the clock over the network, and
a research consultant located in an office
within appropriate departments and
schools. Various of these elements have
been developed or prototyped in recent
years, but not yet have they come to-
gether in a way that enables continued
use of paper as needed while affording
flexible and proportionate adaptation to
increasing use of digital resources, all the
while providing personal, value-added
services in situ.

Holistic Computing
As has been observed by many librarians
in a variety of contexts, users are look-
ing at libraries in different ways. The
availability of Web browsers and e-mail
readers from within libraries and the
availability of online catalogs, periodical
indexes, and full-text resources over the
network from user rooms, offices, and
homes are breaking down conventional
notions of what a library is or ought to
be. Computer user rooms and libraries
are converging, especially from the per-
spective of remote workstations, but in-
creasingly from workstations within the

library itself. The next logical step along
this path is holistic computing from
within libraries, a user environment cur-
rently found in most computer user
rooms and on most remote workstations.

Holistic computing environments in-
clude connectivity and solid representa-
tion from all the major tool groups nec-
essary for a balanced research diet: elec-
tronic bibliographic tools (online cata-
logs, periodical indexes, full-text re-
sources) for the preliminary phases of
research; network navigation and com-
munication tools (Web browsers, go-
phers, Telnet, e-mail readers, FTP) for the
acquisition of additional information in
various formats through networks and
from colleagues worldwide; and produc-
tivity tools (word processing, spread-
sheets, graphics software, and even ba-
sic multimedia development packages)
for the assembly, manipulation, and de-
livery of the final research product from
a single workstation.

Many library users are satisfied with
the availability of bibliographic and net-
work navigation tools over the network
and are content to contribute their own
productivity tools to the mix on their
personal machines. But many other us-
ers, especially students, are increasingly
less tolerant and understanding of why
bibliographic tools are available in com-
puter user rooms along with productiv-
ity tools, yet this is not the case in librar-
ies. At present, if one starts in the library
in order to receive expert support in lo-
cating and working with research mate-
rials, one usually has to go elsewhere to
complete the steps of transforming infor-
mation into knowledge. But if the per-
son begins in a computer user room, he
or she is much closer to one-stop shop-
ping, albeit with the potential for loss due
to the lack of on-site reference or instruc-
tional assistance. In a broader sense, as
electronic resources proliferate and con-
nectivity expands, library users are in-
creasingly coming to expect all the tools
and resources they need available from
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their workstation of choice. Computer
user rooms and libraries are converging,
and it is certain they will continue to do
so for the foreseeable future. And con-
sidering that campuses likely will in-
crease their reliance on licensed software
delivered from fileservers, while librar-
ies increase their use of client/server ar-
rangements for the provision of digital
resources over networks, this trend most
likely will accelerate.

The key here is to focus on the full set
of skills and knowledge needed to make
students competitive in the workplace
and able to engage in lifelong learning,
which includes information retrieval and
manipulation in a seamless environment,
while making the core services available
through the network so that library, even
to librarians, is defined less by locus and
more by electronic equivalents of what
has transpired in libraries for decades.

Core Services through the Network
To the same extent that direct access over
the network continues to supplant paper
repository as the prevailing library meta-
phor, and to the degree the users of li-
braries become more accustomed to ac-
cessing library-sponsored materials and
services in ways and at times that match
their preferences and lifestyles, we will

be advancing to the largely digital and
user-centered library.31 Parallel to this
evolution must be the metamorphosis of
the library�s core user services, particu-
larly reference and instruction, in ways
that enable delivery over the network in
order to achieve a high degree of user
independence, anywhere the network
goes and at any time the user chooses.

At present, reference service is tech-
nologically relatively easy to provide to
remote locations. Indeed, libraries have

been doing so for decades with the as-
sistance of telephones and, more re-
cently, electronic mail. It is time, though,
to build on this foundation with a vari-
ety of technologies that would enable li-
braries to bring real-time reference ser-
vice into the network in a routine and
broad-based fashion. Network-based
videoconferencing (especially with
whiteboard functionality that enables
the convenient transfer of images and
data) and the combination of cordless
phone and screen-grabbing technology
in computer user rooms are just two
ways in which libraries can begin extend-
ing reference support to users accessing
their systems via the network. Just as im-
portant would be the experience of mak-
ing necessary staffing realignments and
conceptual adjustments that would en-
able libraries more readily to absorb and
adapt still other technologies for this
purpose as they appear. Combine such
an initiative with current thinking on
tiered information/reference service in
libraries, customer service practices in the
business world, and the likelihood of
other campus agencies wanting to par-
ticipate in something akin to an informa-
tion and referral service, and one realizes
that it is not a great stretch of the imagi-
nation to envision a seven-day/twenty-
four-hour user support service under the
auspices of the library from a single-ser-
vice point to many libraries, computer
rooms, and individual networked users.

Equally intriguing are the prospects
for providing interactive instructional
opportunities over the network, espe-
cially with the advent of relatively pain-
less multimedia through World Wide
Web technology. In this case, the chal-
lenge is not so much to be available when
the need arises, but to be sufficiently so-
phisticated and robust to address the
need when the user chooses. Many librar-
ies are moving forcefully in this direction
but still have far to go before achieving
information systems that are truly inte-
grated with fully interactive and user-

At present, reference service is
technologically relatively easy to
provide to remote locations.
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directed instructional components.
Instruction librarians have known for

some time that course-related instruc-
tion�instruction at time of need with a
specific learning focus, what Dusenbury
and Pease term the teachable moment�is
far superior to general, in-case-of-need
instruction.32 What could be more effec-
tive utilization of the teachable moment
than providing the means for users to
invoke instructional support modules
precisely when and where they are
needed? Surely this virtue extends to ref-
erence service as well, with an even
greater potential for collaboration among
institutions, especially during low-traf-
fic times. Not only might two or three
neighboring institutions draw on net-
working and telecommunications tech-
nology to share the burden of informa-
tion/reference support during low-de-
mand periods, but it is theoretically pos-
sible for institutions in Tokyo, Los Ange-
les, and London to provide twenty-four-
hour coverage with each participant op-
erating only during his or her respective
daytime work hours.

Make the Technology Work for Everyone
It has often been said that the 1970s was
the decade of the minicomputer, the
1980s was the decade of the desktop per-
sonal computer, and the 1990s is the de-
cade of the network. To this should be
added that the latter part of the 1990s and
the beginning of the twenty-first century
is the era in which the network is made
to work on a human scale and in a hu-
mane fashion. Much of the ground cov-
ered thus far�integration of technolo-
gies, holistic computing, core services
through the network�is part of a desire
to make the technology work for every-
one, not just the technologically adroit.
What for most librarians is an instinctive
impulse to make technology easier for
their users is in fact a service value rooted
in their long-standing traditions of per-
sonalized service and equity of access�-
what might be called these days ubiqui-

tous access to value-added service.
Yet there remain additional notions to

be addressed in order to advance this
impulse to make things work for all li-
brary users. For starters, all libraries
should engage in dynamic and multifac-
eted instructional programs that include
a rich selection of drop-in workshops from
which users can select content and level
of expertise suited to their needs, course-
related efforts that address learning needs
within the curriculum, and large portions
of, or entire courses on, information lit-

eracy and technology awareness. If aca-
demic and faculty status for librarians is
not a charade perpetrated for their own
self-esteem, then they should be prepared
to exert the greatest effort possible to ac-
complish both independent and collabo-
rative opportunities for bringing infor-
mation literacy and technology aware-
ness into the curriculum on a large scale
and in meaningful ways.

The article also has spoken of net-
work-based information/reference ser-
vice, but maintenance of this service in
person in the library should not be for-
gotten. And in a library that offers holis-
tic computing as well, this entails pro-
viding software consulting support,
tiered service with a strong referral com-
ponent, and a higher degree of proactive
engagement than is ordinarily found
even in the more progressive academic
libraries.

Collaboration across Administrative Lines
The network has become both tool and
metaphor. An explosion of networked
computer communication, globalization
of information and commerce, and
reengineering and restructuring as a way
of life have in part fostered and in part
derived additional momentum from in-
creased interpersonal networking, col-

The network has become both tool
and metaphor.
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laboration, teamwork, partnering, and
other popular dimensions of cooperative
approaches to problem definition and
resolution.33 Higher education has been
no less affected by these trends than the
commercial sector, especially as libraries
and computing centers emerge from an
era of competition and enter one of coop-
eration. Librarians and computer tech-
nologists now typically work together,
often feverishly, to build campus infra-
structures for information technology, in-
cluding communications networks, appli-
cations architectures, hardware architec-
tures, internal management systems, and
access to a large array of appropriate data
sources.34 Toward this end, librarians more
often are turning up as chief information
officers, computer centers and libraries are
undertaking joint appointments, and on
some campuses these organizations are
merging in whole or in part.

The simple fact is that computing op-
erations and libraries are learning they
need each other to enhance the value of
their respective services. Or still more
simply put, no longer can any single ad-
ministrative unit hope to deploy and re-
main current with networking and infor-
mation technology, instructional technol-
ogy for the classroom, a curricular frame-
work for the delivery of content, and a
service infrastructure for understanding
and matching the needs of many user
communities with the expanding uni-
verse of potential information resources.
Some have taken top-down and others
bottom-up approaches to collaboration,
but in any case virtually all U.S. colleges
and universities are starkly aware of the
need to work beyond, around, and
through traditional administrative struc-
tures to assemble the partners needed for
excellence in the information age.35

In practical terms, and from the library
perspective, collaboration therefore means
expanding opportunities for working
across reporting lines and flattening the
organization within the library, establish-
ing and working jointly with technolo-

gists outside the library to achieve de-
fined goals, finding ways to routinize
cooperative thinking and acting (e.g.,
forming bridge organizations consisting
of both library and computing operations
personnel), working collaboratively with
faculty and administrators to advance the
educational goals of the institution, and
developing still richer combinations of
these unions that may uniquely be pos-
sible at given institutions.

Shaping Services to Come
The evolution of new models for refer-
ence services and their applications in the
largely digital library sketched out above
are best viewed as parts of a continuing
process of change�change that seems to
be occurring with dizzying speed and
bewildering complexity. What constants
or enduring basics might be used as
touchstones or guides to shape this pro-
cess effectively?

Those who need information and
ideas to accomplish their goals�stu-
dents, faculty, and other staff�make up
one of those enduring basics. Analyses
of user needs and library use patterns
have played an important part in the evo-
lution of the new service models dis-
cussed earlier in this article. Respect for
users, in all their diversity and complex-
ity, will continue to be at the center of
the library�s value system. The constant
pursuit of knowledge of users� needs and
their information-seeking and use behav-
ior will increase the effectiveness with
which information services are designed.
This will be true, however, only if the
service design is based on real needs and
actual user behavior patterns, rather than
on wishful thinking and untested as-
sumptions. A realistic recognition of us-
ers� needs for access to bibliographic
tools and productivity tools at the same
workstation, for example, underlies the
increasing value being placed on holistic
computing in academic libraries.

Another enduring basic is the schol-
arly communication system that seeks to
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provide the information and ideas that
the library�s clients and potential clients
need. Dramatic change in this system has
been one of the driving forces behind the
changes in library services discussed
above. Ensuring effective access to and
use of information sources in this system
is a key element in the value system of
reference librarians. Effective service will
depend on their continuing attempts to
understand and gain skill in using infor-
mation sources and surrounding tech-
nologies. The fact that scholarly commu-
nication is increasingly networked com-
munication heightens the importance of
the service value of collaboration across
administrative lines in the largely digital
environment.

A third enduring basic is the continu-
ing need of information users for assis-
tance in gaining access to information
sources. The library and librarianship
have evolved to provide services that
bring together users and the information
they need. Within libraries, reference ser-
vice provides the personal touch, and it
has developed to help individual users
and potential users overcome the barri-
ers they confront in their pursuit of in-
formation and ideas. This service adds
value to information resources by help-
ing individual users find them and put
them to use in their lives. This value-
added service is also a values-based ser-
vice in that it rests on or reflects certain
values in library services. These values
can serve as touchstones to guide the
change process. What are some of these
values, and how will they be reflected in
the largely digital library?

A primary value for reference service
is equity and equal access to information.
Reference service has developed to en-
sure that not only adroit users or the well-
off are able to find and use information.
In the largely digital environment, this
value will take the form of making tech-
nology work for everyone. As libraries
plan and implement services for the fu-
ture, they will need to make sure that the

use of information technology is put
within the grasp of all their users,
whether through the design of systems
that are easy to use, the development of
effective instructional programs, or the
provision of personal assistance when
and where needed.

Reference service also places value on
freedom of choice for the library�s clients.
Librarians help them realize their own
goals, rather than forcing them to use
information sources on the library�s
terms. Librarians value freeing and fa-
cilitating, rather than controlling and
manipulating. These �traditional� values
are one of the bases for the increasing
value that reference librarians are plac-
ing on providing core services through
networking. This means that they will
use technology to develop information
systems that provide alternatives and
choices for the library�s users, allowing
them independence when they want it
and providing personal assistance when
it is needed and desired.

Intellectual and academic freedom is
a core value for librarianship and for ref-
erence service, as are privacy and confi-
dentiality in information-seeking and
use. Many issues related to these values
will arise in the largely digital environ-
ment. As libraries design and implement
information services for the future, it will
be important that they not let fear of the
power of technology, tendencies toward
in loco parentis, or other concerns cause
them to lose sight of the importance of
these values.

The paths that various academic li-
braries take toward largely digital infor-
mation services will vary widely, and
even the various manifestations of the
largely digital library that eventually de-
velop will be only points along yet longer
paths. The host of factors�from local to
global and from human to technologi-
cal�that must be considered in planning
and implementing library services can be
challenging, if not overwhelming. Al-
though it will not make the process sim-
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pler, using certain enduring basics and
core values as touchstones and guides
can increase the probability of success.
These include understanding of informa-
tion needs and users, knowledge of com-
munication and information systems,
and commitment to the values that have
developed over the decades in reference
services. Increasingly, this will include a
commitment to integration of technolo-
gies, holistic computing, bringing core
services into the network, making tech-
nology work for all, and collaboration
across administrative lines.

Sometimes reference librarians get so
close to, or so enmeshed in, the problems
and frustrations of rapid change that they
begin to wonder whether they will have
a role in the evolving information envi-
ronment. Both within librarianship and
the public at large, however, there is re-
newed recognition that it is simply in the
nature of a dynamic communication sys-

tem that the development of information
sources will run ahead of organization
and access tools and mechanisms, and
that there will be a continuing need for
the services that reference librarians pro-
vide. There have been a number of items
in the popular press that argue the im-
portance of librarians in the new milieu.36

They point out that the skills librarians
have in helping people articulate and
focus their information needs, as well as
skills in identifying, evaluating, and ma-
nipulating information sources to serve
a particular information need, will con-
tinue to be needed in the foreseeable fu-
ture. And, as one article says, �The most
critical and underestimated advantage li-
brarians bring to bear is the most obvi-
ous�the human touch.�37 The challenge
for reference service in the largely digi-
tal library will be how to extend this hu-
man touch to highly diverse and widely
dispersed clients whenever and wherever
they want and need it.
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